
O F F I C I A L  W E B S I T E  S E R V I C E

LOG is a function in the MaxiECU software that
allows you to create a file with information about
communication with the vehicle controller. The
LOG analysis enables effective technical support
- our specialists can verify the operation of the 

software, evaluate the correctness of read parameters, adaptation, coding, and if
something was incorrect, they can also implement the right solutions.
 
How to create a valid LOG file:

1. RUN THE SOFTWARE

Choose the right brand module and other vehicle parameters.

2. ENABLE LOG FUNCTIONS
The LOG icon is at the top, on the left.
Clicking activates the record - when it's on, the color of the icon's is yellow.

3. CHOOSE RECORD LOCATIONS
Choose where to save the created file on your computer.
You can approve the default storage location by confirming by "OK" or
manually indicate the recording location by the "..." button.
It is important that you save the storage location.

4. MAKE THE DIAGNOSTICS PROCESS
Connect to the selected driver and perform all the actions at which the previously
observed difficulties appeared.

5. FULFILL AND SEND THE FORM
Log in to your Customer Account.
Select the application form "Problem with car diagnostics" and complete all fields
carefully. Add a brief description of what the difficulty encountered was. Attach
the created file and send.

After analyzing the sent file, our Technical Departmen will prepare a response which you
will receive as a message on your account. We try to answer in the shortest possible time,
but some of applications require careful analysis - so please be patient.
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